Oracle interview questions L1:

1. self intro
2. have you worked in plsql and what knowledge do you have
3. Explain your project and it’s modules
4. payment and processing questions from the project!
5. Do you write the scripts or work with scripts?
6. what tool do you work on selenium?
7. select table query
8. inner join query
9. code for merging a table

L2:

1. self intro
2. have you worked on plsql?
3. What else you have done being a part of team along with testing?
4. can you develop a UI and test the code as well
5. when you find a bug. How do you fix it?
6. what languages you have worked in?
7. if the input data is from database how will you get it? Write the code
8. can you handle selenium codes that are already available and need very less manual intervention and develop an UI also?
9. do you think you can adapt to plsql if you are selected within a week!